The following is a brief and very selective review of this very useful document which was viewed at the
following site:
http://www.cyklostrategie.cz/download/publikace.pdf
The comments are intended to highlight the selective nature of what gets implemented .. and in some cases,
even what gets published.

The following is from a very well known EU publication available on the web yet one can ask, (why) has any
Australian cycling strategy or plan used this document eg as in the following extract?
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Safety is also very selective so here we see either a lot of cyclists being killed so it must be very dangerous
or, a lot of cyclists being killed, therefore there must be a very large number of cyclists assuming the roads
are typical. If not typical, the there is little in the Czech strategy to address this problem and as in Oz, 'lack of
safety that is provided by the road authorities' becomes a reason for NOT cycling or walking.

As noted above, here this important EU document has been translated into Czech whereas in Australia, it is
rarely referenced, and in some cases, appears to be unknown. Why is this if the Australian road authorities
are really interested in making roads safer, including for pedestrians and cyclists?
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As in many other places, the safety "concerns" tend to mean an assumption that "bikepaths" are the solution,
thus the cause of the "safety" problems is not addressed. Marketing of "bikepaths" by governments is very
effectively marketing that the roads are, or must be, "unsafe" otherwise, why are the "bikepaths" so
important, or even necessary?

Interesting that hills are not a problem yet they are in Brisbane for example which regularly published
material that suggested that cycling would always be limited because Brisbane is hot and hilly. This of course
indicates that the authors either are ignorant of gears or are looking for reasons to limit cycling.
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Then you find facilities like this (although nothing about the context, setting, etc) which appear to be much
better than available in Australia (noting that most governments prefer to show their "good" facilities).

But here below is a real gem from the Czech strategy ,... which would never happen in Oz ...!
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The following is also an interesting focus eg it raises questions as to why the federal government withdrew
its funding for the very successful "Smogbusters" programme and seems to still be reluctant to get involved
in any such activities still.

And here is a very obvious and relatively easily understood walking and cycling facility that could well be a
globally accepted "model" except that in Australia, facilities like this are almost impossible to implement
because some regulation or other prevents it ... and road authorities don't appear interested in changing such
constraints.
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Like many other plans and very much like those in our NCS versions, the Czech goals are extensive but most
are not able to be measured and many are classified as "ongoing" or "permanent" ... thus no time line is
created allowing infinite time for implementation rather than a specific time for implementation of specific
goals, and where implemented, are difficult to evaluate against the goals.
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